
How to use the Raizer M – a lifting chair intended for domestic use

Quick Guide
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The Raizer M consists of:

1. Seat

2. Crank handle

3. Backrests

4. Legs

5. Safety belt

OBS: Before performing a lift, make sure 
that the person to be lifted has not been 
hurt in such a way that the lifting procedure 
may deteriorate the person’s well-being.
Wheneverin doubt, call for help.
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1. Before assembling the Raizer, fit the safety 
belt by sliding it over the backrest profile



2. The fallen person must be lying on her/ 
his back, the thighs lifted to an angle



3. Carefully push the seat under the thighs. 
The green rubber stripes must be turned 
against the thighs and buttocks



4. Click the backrest into position in the seat



The red warning symbol must be 
completely hidden in the slot when the 
backrest is mounted correctly



5. Click a leg into the swivel joint



6. Click a leg into the bottom of the seat



7. Mount a backrest from the opposite side



8. Fasten the safety 
belt. You hear a 
distinct click



9. Mount two legs similarly from the 
opposite side (in seat and swivel joint)



10. Insert the crank handle from the most 
convenient side



11. Slide the headrest* under the neck of 
the lying person, between the two backrests

* Optional accessory



12. Turn the crank handle in the direction of 
the arrow



13. Continue until the person has been lifted 
up



14. Drive the Raizer so far up that you can 
help the person move away



15. Once the person has been helped on, 
run the Raizer down



16. Remove the backrests and legs by pulling 
them out. Store the Raizer away



lifting people
”Aesthetics, design and safety is 

essential in everything we do. We 

are developing dignified aids, not 

machines.”
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